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Abstract

**Purpose:** This study aimed at exploring treatment delay (TD) among cancer patients in China with an attempt to develop a practical methodology facilitating frontline Chinese clinicians in promoting earlier cancer diagnosis and treatment. **Materials and Methods:** The study comprised framework development, qualitative interviews and paired factor rating. Framework development utilized systematic literature review, soft systems thinking and consensus groups. Qualitative interviews employed a checklist of open questions soliciting information about all the domains included in the framework from cancer patients drawn via stratified randomized sampling of inpatients at 10 hospitals in Hefei, China. Paired factor rating used a self-developed computer aid and the interviewed patients as referring cases to weigh the relative importance of the factors listed in the framework in terms of their contributions to specific components of total delay (TD). **Results:** a) A conceptual framework was proposed consisting of a 6-step path to TD and 36 category determinants. b) A total of 227 patients were interviewed; their TD was 267.3 mean or 108 median days ranging from 0 to 2475 days; average appraisal, illness, behavioral, preparation and treatment delay accounted for 52.1%, 9.4%, 0.30%, 8.8% and 29.4% of the TD respectively. Individual side factors were rated substantially more important than environmental side factors (60% vs. 40%); most influential TD factors included cancer symptoms, overall health, family relations and knowledge about cancer and health. **Conclusions:** The framework proposed together with the interviewing and rating approaches used provide a potential new methodology for understanding cancer patients’ TD and promoting earlier cancer treatment.
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Introduction

Cancer has become one of the most important threats to human life and health. Its incidence and mortality rates have been increasing steadily since the beginning of the 20th century. People diagnosed with cancer and died of the disease reached 10.1 million and 6.2 million respectively in 2000 and increased to 12.67 and 7.56 million eight years later (Dong et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2003). It is estimated that, by 2020, people living with cancer will reach 30 million and annual new cases and deaths of the disease will rise to 15 million and 10 million (Parkin et al., 2005). There is strong evidence that detection and treatment of cancer at an early stage improves the prospects for long-term survival (Richards et al., 1999; Fiona et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2012). On one hand, most cancer patients present after symptoms occur, rather than through various screening programs. On the other, the earlier the diagnosis of cancer, the lower the possibility of microscopic metastasis and hence the higher the chance of removal of the primary tumor being curative. Richards et al. (1999) reported that breast cancer patients with total delays of 3 to 6 months have significantly worse survival than those with delays of less than 3 months. Tetyana Pedchenko, et al. revealed that a set of serological biomarkers may offer cost-effective ways for early detection of lung cancer, and by detecting non-small cell lung cancer early in its course patients could be provided a better chance for a cure (Pedchenko et al., 2013). Kumar et al. (2001) found that the low survival rates of oral and oropharyngeal cancer have been accredited to advanced age and advanced clinical stage at presentation that is directly linked to the delay in seeking treatment on part of patients.

Worldwide, tremendous efforts have been invested researching into the magnitude and determinants of total delay for treatment or symptom-to-treatment delay among cancer patients. Numerous studies have documented various extent of cancer TD among different type of patients and in different countries ranging from 1 month to 8 months (Caplan et al., 1993; Richards et al., 1999; Arndt et al., 2002; Montazeri et al., 2003; Moul et al., 2004; Freedland et al., 2006; Unger-Saldaña et al., 2009; Berraño et al., 2012; Hsieh et al., 2012 Pedersen et al., 2013;
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Tata et al., 2013; Sawicki et al., 2013). Comparatively, published researches addressing cancer TD in China are scarce. Our systematic literature review identified only a dozen of related studies. Most of these studies were small scale (12 to 87 cases) analysis on misdiagnosing cancers as other diseases and reported 30% to 70% of misdiagnosis due to lacking of awareness and knowledge etc. There were only 4 studies carried out in China exploring TD. Lam WW et al performed a qualitative interview with 37 Hong Kong women awaiting for their first consultation at public hospitals for self-detected breast symptoms and provided clues of factors leading to delayed care-seeking (Lam et al., 2008).

Liu (2010) surveyed 40 inpatients from a single general hospital on treatment for various cancers (including cerebral, breast, lung, gastric and esophageus cancers) and found that 52.5% of the patients delayed their treatment for over 3 months. Deng et al. (2012) interviewed 364 inpatients newly diagnosed with colorectal cancer at a large municipal hospital and revealed that mean TD was 82 days for colon cancer and 114 days for rectal cancer. Wang et al. (2008) conducted a similar survey of 80 esophageus cancer patients at another large hospital and found a TD of 2.1 months on average ranging from 0.5 to 24 months.

The complexity of pathways to TD cannot be over estimated. Although systematic reviews of high quality researches revealed only a few related (e.g., older age) and unrelated (e.g., marital status) factors with strong evidence (Ramirez et al., 1999), a whole range of variables have been studied in explaining TD including gender and age of patient (Elwood et al., 1985), site of tumor (Williams 1981), feature of symptoms (Husein-Elahmed et al., 2013), rural/urban difference (Kumar et al., 1993), fear of mutilating surgery (Esteva et al., 2013), coping style (Tromp et al., 2004), personality (Berndt et al., 1980), service procedure (Rivera et al., 2012), etc. Most of these factors interact with each other and makes not only traditional analysis methods based on linear and independent variables inappropriate but also understanding and application of the pathways to TD challenging enough for most clinicians. Approaches based on well conceived theoretical models may provide useful solutions in tackling this complexity issue. To date, there exist few frameworks developed specifically for cancer service utilization, yet the Anderson model has been cited widely in this area (Fiona et al., 2013).

There are reasons to believe that TD of cancer treatment in China may differ substantially from that in other countries. In addition to various policies and management procedures evolved from a long history of peculiar political contexts, China’s health system comprises two independent yet interacting medical care provision systems i.e., western medicine and traditional Chinese medicine systems. Patients especially those faced with long-term and life-threatening diseases often switch and compare their diagnosis and treatment between the two systems. Chinese also share a strong sense of concerns for close relatives even general others. In order to avoid potential worries caused by misdiagnosis, Chinese clinicians tend to prescribe more than necessary tests, examinations, and tentative treatments so as to assure correct cancer diagnosis and tend to refer patients highly susceptible of cancers to other (usually higher level) hospitals so as to avoid directly telling them cancer diagnosis, a stressful and challenging task. Similarly, relatives and friends of cancer patients in China often try their best to hide the diagnosis from the patients themselves and seek various sources of information and help in confirming a “definite” diagnosis and selecting an “optimal” treatment. These unique beliefs and practices may have profound effects on cancer TD.

This study aims at exploring TD among cancer patients in China using a semi-quantitative strategy and tries to develop a practical methodology facilitating frontline Chinese clinicians in promoting earlier cancer diagnosis and treatment. Given the evidences linking TD and disease outcomes, the sheer number of annual new cancer cases (over 280,000), the unique socio-cultural contexts, the lack of related researches in China and the complexity of TD, there is a clear need for researches of the kind.

Materials and Methods

This study comprised three major components, i.e. framework development, qualitative interview and paired factor rating.

Framework development utilized systematic literature review, soft systems thinking and consensus group. The literature review aimed at generating a comprehensive list of factors leading to TD and involved: a) retrieval of publications on determinants of TD by patients with cancer from PubMed and CNKI (China National Knowledge Infrastructure) using the following search terms ( Cancer OR tumor OR tumour OR neoplas* OR oncolog*) AND (service AND (utilization OR use OR seeking) OR treatment delay)), where * represents wildcard characters; b) identification of specific TD factors from the publications retrieved above by two independent researchers via manual paper by paper reading; c) combining the two lists of TD factors identified by the two researchers into one long yet distinct TD factor list via discussions between the researchers. Soft systems thinking served a key approach in producing a pragmatic model for comprehending TD determinants through: a) clarifying and grouping items in the long TD factor list generated above into a hierarchy of categories; b) deciding upon a level of factor categories to be included into our objective framework so as to enable constructing a balanced model (not too complex, nor too simple); c) conceiving relationships and interactions between the TD categories. Group consensus took place after completion of the preliminary model in which a panel of 12 informants (3 cancer patients, 3 clinicians and 3 nurses on oncology and 3 researchers on health service utilization behavior) joined a half-day discussion and reached agreement on refining the framework.

Qualitative interview employed a checklist of open questions (see annex 1 for details) soliciting information about all the factors included the framework developed above (annex 2). The interviewees were drawn via stratified randomization in which 10 hospitals were first randomly selected from an inclusive name list of hospitals.
1. Do you know what disease are you suffering from? When and how did you know your current diagnosis?
2. In general, professional medical service seeking involves 6 steps, namely, “detects symptom(s), infers illness, decides to seek attention, choose hospital, goes to seek attention and begins treatment”. Please recall each of these processes regarding your current illness.
   a) First, step one, “detects symptoms”. What were the earliest symptoms or signs of your current illness? How and when did you find them?
   b) Next, step two, “infers illness”. What were you thinking about when you found the symptoms initially? When did you think that the signs were due to some illness?
   c) Step three, “decides to seek attention”. When did you decide to see a doctor after having recognized that you were sick? What did you think of during this decision-making? Did you consult or talk with others? How long it took?
   d) Step five, “goes to seek attention”. When did you first see your doctor for your current illness? What had you prepared before seeing your doctor? Did you ask help of friends during this process? How did you go there and who accompanied you? How long did it take you to go there? How long you waited for seeing your doctor?
   f) Step six, “begins treatment”. When did you begin your cancer treatment? What happened to you from you first saw your doctor until you began your treatment? How long did each of these take?
3. Now, please tell me your specific experience in each hospital:
   a) When and which kind of hospital you went first? What did you tell the doctor and what did he/she tell you? What kind of examinations and treatments did you get? How were the effects or bad feelings? Did you encounter any difficulty in this hospital? How was the attitude of the doctors? Did they care for patients? How long did you stay in the hospital? How much was your total expense? How much you spent on traditional Chinese medicine, traveling and chaperone fee etc. respectively?
   b) If (applicable) Which kind of hospital did you go next? When and why did you go there? What did you tell the doctor and what did he/she tell you? What kind of examinations and treatments did you get? How were the effects or bad feelings? Did you encounter any difficulty in this hospital? How was the attitude of the doctors? Did they care for patients? How long did you stay in the hospital? How much was the total expense? How much you spent on traditional Chinese medicine, traveling and chaperone fee etc. respectively.
   c) (If applicable, repeat b until all the patient’s hospital services is discussed).
4. Please recall what influences your relatives, friends and neighbors have had on your service seeking:
   a) How many members are there in your family and who are they? Who have known your disease up to now? What have they done for you ever since they knew your disease? Do they worry about you? Who worry most and how? Did they tell you the cancer status at the very beginning? (If not) How and when did you know it?
   b) Do you have any close friends? Do you want to tell them about your condition and why? Who have already known that you are sick? How did they know?
   c) Did you want to tell your neighborhoods and colleagues about your disease and why? Who have already known that you are sick? How did they know? Do you feel any changes in their attitudes towards and contacts with you since they had known your cancer status? (If yes) What are the specific changes? What opinions and suggestions about service seeking they had proposed? What assistances they had offered?
   d) Did you want to tell your friends and family about your disease and why? Who have already known that you are sick? How did they know? Do you feel any changes in their attitudes towards and contacts with you since they had known your cancer status? (If yes) What are the specific changes? What opinions and suggestions about service seeking they had proposed? What assistances they had offered?
5. Please recall what influences your job, resource and structural contexts have had on your service seeking:
   a) What’s your job? Do you often have rigid time schedule? Have you ever slowed or accelerated the aforementioned six steps to treatment because of competing tasks? (If yes) Please describe in detail.
   b) How is your financial situation? Has it ever slowed or accelerated your service seeking? (If yes) Please recall the specific process.
   c) What reimbursement to service expenditures you can get from the government and society? Has it ever slowed or accelerated your service seeking? (If yes) Please recall detailed process.
   d) Where do you live? Urban or rural? Has it ever slowed or accelerated your service seeking? (If yes) Please recall the details.
6. Please recall what influences your knowledge, attitude and health related practices have had on your service seeking:
   a) How much do you know about health? (If the patient do not know his/her cancer status) Can you name a few common chronic diseases? How much do you know about your cancer? Do you know its symptoms, harms and treatment measures? Do you know about the effects and side effects of these treatment measures respectively? When did you know these? Has any of the aforementioned six steps of your service seeking been slowed or accelerated because of your health knowledge? (If yes) Please tell the details.
   b) Do you care about your health? Why and how? Have you ever smoked? (If yes) How many years had you been smoking before your current illness? How many cigarettes you smoked a day? Are you still smoking now and how many cigarettes are you smoking a day? Do you know what harms smoking does? Have you ever tried giving up smoking? (If yes) How many times and for how long? Have you ever practiced exercises before your illness? (If yes) When do you often do some exercises now? (If yes) Why and how often? What were your diet habits before illness? How often and how much you ate fruits and vegetables? Have you ever done self-care for your current illness? (If yes) Please tell the details.
   c) Whom you care most? What are your concerns for them? Have you slowed or accelerated the aforementioned six processes because of them? (If yes) Please tell the details.
   d) What are your attitudes and believes towards doctors and hospitals? How about their competence and skills? Do you trust them? Do they care about patients? Have you slowed or accelerated the aforementioned six processes because of your these attitudes or believes? (If yes) Please tell the details.
7. Please recall what influences your age, abilities and models have had on your service seeking:
   a) How are you? Do you think there should be differences for different age groups in self care, caregiver and therapy selection? (If yes) What’s the specific difference? Have you slowed or accelerated the aforementioned six processes because of your age? (If yes) Please recall the details.
   b) How many years of your education do you have? What’s your expertise? How about your interpersonal skills? What’s your assessment about your efficacy and competence of dealing with affairs? Have you slowed or accelerated the aforementioned six processes because of your personal ability? (If yes) Please tell the details.
   c) How will you describe your personality and coping style? Do you like completing your tasks immediately or postponing them as later as possible? Have you slowed or accelerated the aforementioned six processes because of your character? (If yes) Please tell the details.
   d) Do you believe in fate or religion? What do you think is the most important factor in accomplishing a task (endeavor/fate/others)? What determines your health and life expectancy? Do you like making decisions by yourself or consulting others? Have you slowed or accelerated the aforementioned six processes because of your strategy in dealing with affairs? (If yes) Please tell the details.
8. Please recall what influences your health and quality of life conditions have had on your care seeking:
   a) How do you feel at present? How is your overall health? Please estimate the influence of your current disease on your health? What’s your prediction of your future health and why?
   b) At present, how are your physical and mind conditions? Tell me about all your physical sufferings and uncomfortable feelings. What do you worry about most? How do you feel about your strength and energy? Are you easy to get tired? How is your appetite and sleeping? Have you ever felt distressed or cried for your own health?
   c) What examinations have you underwent? What are the results? What are the worst results?
   d) Has the disease made any influences on your life, including your study, work, career, family relationships and long-term plans? (If yes) what are the specific influences?
   e) Have you slowed or accelerated the aforementioned six processes because of the above symptoms, feeling, etc.? (If yes) Please recall the detailed.
with oncology department(s) in Hefei, the capital city of Anhui province China and then 23 inpatients per hospital were randomly chosen from all the inpatients being on treatment for cancer in the selected hospitals at the time when the interview took place. One single senior researcher performed the interview at a physician office or ward with adequate privacy. Each interview with a single patient lasted about 1 to 1.5 hours and started with a brief introduction of the interviewer, study purposes, participation benefits and risks followed by consent signature and open questions. All the interviews were audio-recorded first and then translated, by graduate students, into scripts for further analysis.

Paired factor rating used the interviewed cancer patients as referring cases to weigh the relative importance of the factors listed in the framework in terms of their contributions to specific components of TD. More specifically, three researchers rated the factors independently on a case by case basis using a self-developed computer aid: (1) the computer aid selected a case patient interviewed (say case x1), presented the transcripts of the corresponding audio-recording and asked the rater to read it carefully; (2) the computer aid selected two factor categories (say factor f1 and factor f2) from the 36 categories listed in the framework and asked “Given case x1, which of the following factors contributed more to the treatment delay? a) factor f1; b) factor f2; c) hard to tell”; (3) the computer aid assigned values to the factors under consideration according to the rater’s response (i.e., if the rater selected a, factor f1 was given 1 and factor f2, 0; if b, factor f2 was valued 1 and factor f1, 0; and if c, both factors were assigned 0.5); (4) the computer aid selected another pair of factors and repeated steps 2 and 3 until all possible combinations of factor pairs were considered; (5) the computer aid selected another patient case and repeated steps 1 through 4 until all cases interviewed were analyzed; (6) the computer aid added up all the ratings of influences of each factor on each components of TD by the raters and translated the sum into equally and differentially weighted influence scores (percentages). Equally weighted influence scores was used for examining influences of factors on specific TD components and was calculated by giving all components of TD an even percentage weight, i.e., 20% for each path to TD (TD1 to TD5); while differentially weighted scores was used for checking actual importance of factors to TD and was produced by giving different TD components a weight equivalent to their percentage contributions to the actual TD. For example, if patient A reported that his/her treatment was delayed 30, 20, 10, 20, 20 days in the 5 paths to TD respectively, the differential weight to TD1, TD2, TD3, TD4 and TD5 for this specific patient A was 30% (30 days divided by 100 days, i.e., total days delayed), 20%, 10%, 20% and 20%.
The conceptual framework come out of our study is given in Figure 1. It consists of three parts. Located in the middle of the figure is the process from unexplained signs and symptoms to professional treatment. This process follows primarily the Anderson model of total delay. The conceptual framework come out of our study is given in Figure 1. It consists of three parts. Located in the middle of the figure is the process from unexplained signs and symptoms to professional treatment. This process follows primarily the Anderson model of total delay. The conceptual framework come out of our study is given in Figure 1. It consists of three parts. Located in the middle of the figure is the process from unexplained signs and symptoms to professional treatment. This process follows primarily the Anderson model of total delay.
and 63.3 (69.3). With regard to differentially weighted scores of specific factors under I (left hand bars in figure 2), I3a (cancer symptoms/conditions) was rated the highest (92.6), followed by I3f (overall health, 78.2), I1a (knowledge about cancer, 74.4), I1c (attitudes toward cancer/health), I1d (attitudes toward belove/ related; I1e: protective behaviors; I1f: risk behaviors; I2: Enduring characteristics; I2a: demographics/anthropologies; I2b: acquired abilities/qualities; I2c: interpersonal coping style; I2d: task management style; I2e: religions and enduring models; I2f: service seeking abilities; I3: Outcome Indicators; I3a: Cancer symptoms/conditions; I3b: Non-cancer symptoms/conditions; I3c: Biophysical indicators; I3d: Psychological status/measures; I3e: quality of life; I3f: Overall health; I: individual side factors.

Environmental determinants of treatment delay

As depicted in figure 3, the whole set of factors under environmental domain (E) earned an equally weighted score of 44.8 (E, right hand bar) and differentially weighted score of 40.9 (E, left hand bar) on average. As for TD components, equally weighted scores of E domain factors on D1 through to D5 were 7.2, 8.4, 10.1, 9.7 and 9.1 respectively; while differentially weighted scores of E on these TD components, 18.0, 6.7, 0.3, 1.0 and 14.3. Turning to sub-domains under E, the influence of E1 (resources and structures), E2 (socio-cultural context) and E3 (professional services) on TD were rated as 40.7 (34.0), 39.7 (40.7) and 54.1 (48.1). Referring to differentially weighted scores of specific factors under E (left hand bars in figure 3), E2d (family support/interactions) was rated the highest (76.2), followed by E3f (treatment effects/side effects, 53.8), E2f (relations with service providers, 53.5), E1a (dispensable income/money, 52.6) and E3a (responsiveness/environment, 50.6); while specific factors scored the lowest were E1d (policy/recruitment requirements, 13.8), E2e (acceptance/stigmatization, 16.5), E1f (environmental triggers/barriers, 19.5), E2b (norms/conformant responses; 24.6) and E2a (common beliefs about cancer, 28.7). Looking at equally weighted scores of influences of specific factors under E on TD components, rated influences on D4 witnessed the largest intra component differences, followed by D3, D5 and D1.

Discussion

The time interval between first detection of cancer-related signs to beginning of cancer treatments among cancer patients varies greatly across nations and patient groups (Caplan et al., 1993; Richards et al., 1999; Arndt et al., 2002; Montazeri et al., 2003; Moul et al., 2004; Freedland et al., 2006; Unger-Saldaña et al., 2009; Berraho...
The TD among our patients, i.e., 267.3 mean or 108 median days, is moderate compared with published estimations worldwide suggesting that the issue is at least of same (if not greater) importance in China as it is in other countries. Our findings that some types of cancers were more likely to get treated sooner than others do and that younger patients tended to respond to cancers quicker are consistent with published researches (Richards et al., 1999). However, our statistics about non-significant relationship between education years and TD contradict related results derived from researches carried out in other countries (Richards et al., 1999). Research methodology may have some role to play in this difference. In our qualitative interview, all interviewee patients were encouraged to identify the earliest cancer signs and more educated patients may be keener at recalling and relating relevant symptoms. This points to the need for careful consideration, in future related researches, of strategies addressing TD information solicitation and standards for judging TD time points.

A wide range of heterogeneous factors are believed to be directly or indirectly linked with the timeliness of cancer patients’ treatment. This complexity of factors and relations between them poses great challenge for clinicians and policy-makers to take specific actions promoting earlier treatment. This study addresses the complexity using a different strategy. It is true that our approach depends heavily on subjective rating or judgment, yet it avoids some of the major drawbacks of traditional statistical analysis that requires a huge number of subjects so as to derive a meaningful model for such a complex system of TD determinants. Perhaps, our study provides not only a relatively comprehensive framework for understanding TD but also semi-quantitative clues for identifying priority factors to tackle in leveraging timely cancer treatment. Although readers are reminded of differences in social cultural contexts in China (Feng et al., 2013), the framework developed and methodology used in weighing TD determinants may be applicable in other countries. And there is a general lack of efforts in addressing TD using proven theories (Maryam et al., 2013).

The framework guiding our interviews utilized the paths to TD proposed by Anderson et al (Fiona et al., 2013) as the “backbone” with minimum modifications to suit Chinese socio-cultural contexts. Analysis of our interviews confirmed that all the six steps (i.e., detecting signs, inferring illness, deciding on seeking attention, preparing for presentation, receiving attention and beginning treatment) were identifiable with almost all interviewee patients. This suggests that the paths to TD included in our framework are logically sound. However, our interviews also revealed that not all the paths were of same significance. The majority of time delay by the interviewed patients occurred between the first and second steps and the fifth and last steps, accounting for 52.1% and 29.4% of the TD respectively; yet time delayed between the second and third, the third and fourth, and the fourth and fifth were much shorter. In addition, most of the patients were able to recall the exact date when they first detected signs of cancer, presented to a service provider and began cancer treatment; while it was rather hard for some cancer patients to draw clear cutoff time points for steps 3 and 4. For example, some patients reported that deciding on seeking attention and planning for presentation were often intertwined with each other. These findings are consistent with Walter et al’ suggestion that the six steps leading to TD in Anderson model should better be reduced to five (Fiona et al., 2012) and components of TD, be reduced to four, i.e., appraisal, help-seeking, diagnostic and treatment delays. Given the difficulties encountered by our patients in dividing the middle steps and that making appoint seldom happens in China, we suggest a four step TD model for future researches and interventions in China, i.e., detects signs, infers illness, seeks attention and begins treatment.

As the grand total differentially weighted scores in figures 2 and 3 show, individual side factors were rated substantially more important than environmental side factors (60% vs. 40%), indicating that patients themselves (I) were accountable for most of their TD yet environmental factors (E) also played an important role. The diminishing gaps (from 34.0 vs. 18.0 to 14.4 vs. 14.3) between the differentially weighted scores of the influences of I on D1 through to D5 and that of E on these TD components suggest that I and E may contribute differently during the paths to TD with individual side factors taking the lead at the early stages while environmental factors play more and more important roles at later steps. Inter-factor variations reflect differences in relative influence on or importance to TD between a group of factors and the need for differential coping or intervention strategies. The differences presented in our equally weighted scores by TD components (figures 2 and 3) suggest that factors under I contributed more evenly to TD than do factors under E. And both I and E factors contributed more equally to D1 and D2 than to D3, D4 and D5.

The highs and downs in the scores of specific factors should inform cancer service delivery and interventions in China with added attention being paid to factors with higher ratings. Across I and E domains, I3a (cancer symptoms/conditions) gained the highest score. This is consistent with most published researches (Tomlinson et al., 2012; Veneroni et al., 2013). Urgent (e.g., severe pain, bleeding) and specific (e.g., lump without pain, dry cough) symptoms were often followed by immediate service seeking; while benign and confounding symptoms like tonsillitis, constipation, fatigue etc., were easily neglected or mistaken by both patients and clinicians. I3f (Overall health) was rated as the second important factor. “I had been well all my life and never thought of having major diseases”; “I had been suffering from hypertension, diabetes and nephritis for a long time, so I don’t care much about further health problems”. The third highest score was given to E2d (family support/interactions). Although it is not difficult to find positive associations between family interactions and TD from previous studies (Maryam et al., 2013), such a high rank for E2d in our study merits particular attention. It may reflect a strong family relation in China. “I know there is no cure for cancer and I’d rather not seek treatment
and cause burden on my family.” “I didn’t mean to seek any service; it was my son who insisted and urged me to come here”. Most Chinese view their family members as more important than themselves and see diagnosis of cancer as tremendous psychological burden or suffering for the patients under concern. Therefore, they try their best to hide cancer diagnosis from their suffered family members. As a result, over 90%, of the cancer patients we interviewed reported that their cancer status had been kept a secret between the clinicians and their family members until they happened to know their real diagnosis by chances. These make subtle changes to all the steps in cancer service seeking. The next highly rated factor was H1a (knowledge about cancer and health). This is consistent with both published researches and related findings in this study. Our patients aged 57.3 on average. Nearly half of them had less than 5 years education and over 91%, less than 12 years education. Unaware cancer signs were very common among these patients.

Finally, readers are cautioned about limitations of this study. As mentioned earlier, our methodology depends heavily on subjective judgment and the ratings may be biased by the raters’ background knowledge and beliefs. Yet this kind of biases could be reduced to a minimum by repeated pilot ratings and discussions so as to reach consensus between raters and by measuring inter-rater consistency. The patients interviewed in this study were inpatients drawn from hospitals located in a large city. Their TD and TD determinants may be different from that of non-inpatients and that from hospitals in smaller cities.
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